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It gives me great pleasure to welcome you to Regent Group. 
Regent Group was founded as a family venture at the turn of  
the millennium and it remains so to this day. 

Inspired by the vision of my late father and his philanthropic ethos, 
we have endeavoured to retain this philosophy as the Group has 
both grown and greatly diversified. 

Now offering services ranging from childcare to higher education, 
and embracing the opportunities that technology can offer the 
education sector, I take great pride in knowing that we offer an 
educational solution at every step of the academic journey and 
I recognise that I am privileged to watch so many individuals 
develop into successful young men and women with Regent.  
It is my hope that this continues for many years to come.

Selva Pankaj
Chief Executive Officer

Welcome
Regent Group, the education specialists
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So it was in 2000 that Regent Learning Centre was established 
in Harrow, offering programmes of supplementary tuition for 
students Year 7 and above in English and Maths. Demand led  
to Science and ICT being added to the suite of subjects on offer. 
Later, primary tuition for students aged 4 upwards in literacy and 
numeracy was introduced along with programmes of preparation 
for entrance exams for independent and grammar schools. Since 
then, further centres have been opened in Edgware and Wembley.

In 2004, Regent expanded into childcare with the opening of 
Regent Nursery School. It currently offers childcare to children 
aged 2 to 5, on both a full-time and part-time basis, serving the 
local area.

By 2009, Regent Independent School & Sixth Form College was 
thriving and on the basis of its success, Regent Group made 
a second addition to its sixth form provision and opened up 
Burlington College.

In 2010, based on demand for alternative courses, Regent 
diversified into the provision of Higher National Diploma  
courses and thus Regent College Higher Education was  
born and has since blossomed.

2012 brought the addition of a third sixth form centre,  
Albany College.

With a view to a diversification of the courses that it could  
offer to adult learners, after Regent was approved for entry on  
the Register of Training Organisations in 2014, it established its  
Regent Skills Training division, which is currently working with  
the well-known and major training provider 5E to offer a range  
of courses. In the same year, Regent English Academy was 
launched which specialises in English courses.

Regent Group’s newest, and most highly anticipated venture,  
is iRegent, a blended learning based tuition service to be  
sited in Harrow and on offer to children of both primary and  
secondary ages.

Regent Group has set out a strategy to become a highly regarded 
and successful educational enterprise with unyielding integrity by 
the turn of 2020.

Regent Group is an educational group based in north-west London. 
Established in 2000 it is committed to delivering education with 
a long-term benefit for each learner, providing them with an 
enriching experience and preparing them for career success. 
It provides quality education from GCSE classes, to private 
tuition, childcare, supplementary education services, Higher 
National Diplomas, English language courses, executive training 
programmes, educational consultancy and more – via its nursery, 
schools, colleges, learning centres and leadership academies.

Whatever the course, our learners will benefit from a personalised 
study programme tailored to individual needs and aspirations, 
expert academics, state-of-the-art facilities and innovative learning 
techniques. Our team has years of experience, shares a passion for 
education and have a strong desire to help learners develop and 
achieve their full potential.

Our vision is to be one of the leading providers of quality 
education, enriching the lives of children, and the communities  
in which they live.

Regent Group is an education, skills and training company  
that owns and manages schools, colleges, learning centres  
and a nursery. It also offers consulting services to both the  
private and public sectors. For 15 years, Regent Group has  
provided high quality education to many children.

Our teachers are invariably passionate about their subjects.  
They have the highest possible expectations of every child.  
They are experts in the craft of the classroom. Teaching  
excellence is our goal and the most important thing we  
can offer our students.

Our story
Regent Group was established in 2000 by Selva Pankaj, Tharshiny 
Pankaj and Senior Selvanayagam. Regent Independent School  
& Sixth Form College was then established offering full-time 
courses for Year 10, Year 11, AS and A2 as well as intensive one  
year courses for GCSE and A-Level.

As it established both its place in the local community and  
a favourable reputation, it grew in student numbers and an  
interest in part-time provision evolved with enquiring parents.

2014 established its Regent Skills 
Training division and in the same year, 
Regent English Academy was launched.

In 2010, Regent College  
Higher Education was born.

In 2004, Regent expanded into child care  
with the opening of Regent Nursery School.

In 2002, Regent 
Independent School 
was established  
in Harrow.

In 2015, Regent Group’s 
newest venture is iRegent, 
a blended learning based 

tuition service to be  
sited in Harrow.

Regent Group has set out a 
strategy to become highly 

regarded as a successful 
education enterprise with  

a global focus by 2020.

In 2000, Regent Group  
was established.

In 2009, Burlington 
College opened.

2012 brought the 
addition of a third 
sixth form centre, 

Albany College.
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Our Core Values
Education is a noble profession. It encompasses teaching and 
learning specific skills and facts, and also something less tangible, 
but more profound; the imparting of general knowledge, good 
judgement, integrity and wisdom. After all, education has as one 
of its fundamental goals, the aim of passing down these essential 
traits from generation to generation.

At Regent Group our ethos is “The End of Education is Character”. 
Through the gradual process of acquiring knowledge, education 
becomes a preparation for life.

At Regent Group we strongly believe that not only are  
we there to educate our customers, but also to learn  
ourselves. We constantly look for ways of improvement  
and deploy effective strategies to improve our processes  
and procedures to obtain efficiency and effectiveness.

Regent stands for:

Regent Group inspires others to find their voice. This enables  
the group to expand its influence to increase team contribution. 
As we recognise, respect and create ways for others to give a 
voice to all parts of their nature–physically, mentally, emotionally 
and socially–latent human genius, creativity, passion, talent and 
motivation are unleashed.

We believe if we concentrate on “people and purpose”  
at Regent Group then the rest will follow, in this rapidly  
changing and dynamic educational world.
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Founders
Selva Pankaj, CEO 
www.selvapankaj.com 

Selva Pankaj is a Chartered Management Accountant with an 
MBA. He has enjoyed a career that has spanned two sectors, 
spending 16 years from 1994 to 2009 in the financial investment 
and merchant banking sector and from 2000 till the present day 
working in the education sector.

His career in the investment sector has involved work at a wide 
variety of firms, many of them high-profile, and global firms 
which include Pricoa, Rockspring, Fortress with a Joint Venture 
relationship with Goldman Sachs and Prudential Financial Inc 
amongst others. One of his major achievements is to provide 
a public service, that is, education, but in the context of private 
sector yet with strong ethos and values.

In 2000, Selva launched Regent Group alongside his partner 
Tharshiny and father Selvanayagam and the group has both 
grown and greatly diversified since then.

Tharshiny Pankaj, Managing Director 
Tharshiny Pankaj graduated with a Computer Sciences degree 
from Brunel University. She started her career as a teacher in 
1998 and played a large part in the founding of Regent Group. 
She has been deeply involved in the day to day running of 
its various businesses and has been intrinsic in the growth 
of the Group.

Our Team
Selva and Tharshiny are supported by a strong team of talented 
professionals some of whom have been with Regent Group since 
its inception. Our team of academics and industry professionals 
bring together years of invaluable expertise and knowledge. 
They all share a passion for education and the desire to help 
children achieve their full potential and have come to Regent 
Group by choice.

They are attracted by the opportunity to apply their significant, 
countless and sought-after skills and talents to expand 
possibilities for children. Our team’s experience and passion 
for learning fuels our ability to make a difference in children’s 
education and developing their ability.

Success
Regent Group has achieved great academic success since its 
inception in 2000. Many thousands of students have benefited 
from studying with Regent Group institutions.

Over the years students from Regent Independent School & Sixth 
Form College have consistently gained admission into sought 
after courses such as Philosophy, Politics and Economics (PPE), 
Optometry, Accounting and Computer Science at well respected 
universities, many of which are in the Russell Group.

Students have also joined Regent from other schools with poor 
GCSE and A-Level grades, they have frequently left with grades 
two or three levels higher.

Many children who started with us at Regent Nursery School, 
have continued to study with our sixth form and then at our 
HE division – completing a cycle with Regent.

Students from Regent Learning Centre have consistently 
gained admission in top independent and grammar schools. 
Our supplementary tuition has been an asset for parents who 
are unable to afford school fees but still want to give their children 
quality education.

We have worked with English as an additional language (EAL) 
students who have migrated from other countries turning their 
life around and boosting their self confidence. We have also 
helped students with Special Educational Needs and Disability 
(SEND) mix confidently with mainstream students.

Regent College Higher Education has been embraced as an 
alternative provider and many of its students have succeeded 
in our small environment and significantly boosted their appeal 
to prospective employers. 

Regent Group believes that our success means getting the best 
out of each student and unlocking their potential in a warm and 
caring environment. 

Selvanayagam Foundation
Selvanayagam Foundation is an educational charity founded by 
Regent Group. Selvanayagam Foundation believes that education 
is a basic human right and should be available to every child. 
We understand how powerful a force quality education can be 
in transforming the lives of children. We aim to provide a chance 
to all children who have been excluded from school or have no 
access to education and provide them with a chance to learn, 
grow in confidence and reach their full potential.

Selvanayagam Foundation will undertake a mission to 
implement educational, social welfare, and charitable projects 
in economically depressed areas of South Asia and the United 
Kingdom. Our priorities will be to educate the masses and spread 
education; particularly among the under privileged, in order to 
bring about a sustainable change in society.

Regent College Scholarships - off ered by Selvanayagam Foundation
Selvanayagam Foundation is proud to announce the ‘Regent 
College Scholarship’ to support students in the United Kingdom. 
This merit based scholarship will offer local students an opportunity 
to study at Regent College, Harrow without charge.

Scholarships are awarded to students based on meeting 
specified criteria. They are considered gift aid and do not have 
to be paid back. Scholarships recipients are selected for a wide 
variety of reasons, including superior academic or athletic 
performance or capability.
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Owner Operators
Regent Group owns and operates educational businesses covering 
the childcare, primary, secondary, sixth form, specialist, higher, 
further and executive educational landscape.

Whatever the course our learners choose, we help them achieve 
their academic and career goals from improving their English 
language skills to securing a place at a top university to enhancing 
employment skills with work related qualifications. We equip our 
learners with the knowledge, skills and confidence to excel in their 
careers and beyond. Currently all the owner operations are based 
in the UK, however the desire of the Group is to expand into the 
emerging markets.

Collaborative Partnerships
Regent Group believes in collaborative partnerships with  
like-minded partners. Our continued successes in providing 
high-quality education and training rely in part on the strength 
of our partnerships. As collaborative partners we agree to share 
resources, finance, funding, knowledge and people, in order to 
achieve common goals. The essence of collaborative partnership  
is for all parties to mutually benefit from working together.
Regent Group is proud to be affiliated with many collaborations 
and partnerships, where partner organisations have common  
core values. These relationships strengthen the education our 
learners receive and have led to long term strategic partnerships.

Training and Development
Regent Group is committed to professional development and 
provides various training and development programmes ranging 
from specific skills training to strategic executive coaching.  
The Group can also organise and deliver specific custom made 
training and development programmes to meet the specific  
needs of customers in the UK and anywhere in the globe.  
The essence of these programmes are to impart knowledge  
and wisdom from experienced leaders who have gone through 
similar experiences in their professional life.

Whether an organisation wants to grow, improve performance, 
manage organisational change or deal with recent trends and 
innovations in the business world, Regent Group can help  
create a bespoke programme to improve individual and 
organisation performance.

Consultancy and Advisory
Regent Group and its partner organisations can provide  
a wide range of consultancy and advisory services from 
educational enrichment and development projects to advice 
on careers and professional development. Our consultancy can 
be tailor-made to any institution from any sector. Right from 
supplying the highest quality education to individual students, 
to offering training solutions to businesses to delivery of practical 
training programmes for the workplace, we offer a varied range 
of customised services, which are specifically tailored to exactly 
meet the individual needs of clients. The end result is a highly 
personalised, reliable package that can make a difference and 
deliver a real impact on a business’s performance and profitability.

Alumni
Regent Group is in the education sector to create powerful and 
influential Regent Alumni. Regent Group is most proud of our 
past students’ achievements. Since its inception at the turn of 
the millennium thousands of students have achieved academic 
success and studied at various prestigious universities. Currently 
our Alumni have achieved professional status as medical doctors, 
dentists, pharmacists, ophthalmologists, chartered accountants, 
lawyers, engineers, computer programmers, teachers, traders, 
bankers, social workers, nurses, actuaries, pilots, investment 
bankers, entrepreneurs, government advisors and indeed some 
are leading various successful organisations as business leaders 
and CEOs.

Regent Group is extremely proud that, as a result of its existence,  
it has created a diverse range of professionals and individuals  
who will lead the world in science, economics, business, politics 
and technology. Regent Alumni are the end product of Regent 
Group’s ultimate success and, to take the key ethos forward –  
“The End of Education is Character”.

Create Leaders
Regent Group has created many leaders who started as students 
or started as staff members. The culture of the organisation is  
to provide an environment for people to flourish and become  
true leaders. Today’s students are our future leaders and Regent 
Group’s emphasis is on natural growth and encouragement  
of the younger generation to understand the need to take  
responsibility and to seek leadership roles in the society.

Empower people
Regent Group’s philosophy of business is to empower its team 
members. Empowerment is achieved through the fostering of:

• Open communication
• Rewarding self-improvement
• Encouragement of safe failure
• Provision of plenty of context
• Supporting independence
• Appreciating efforts

Having an empowered team is the dream of Regent Group.  
The leadership believes change is inevitable – embrace it!

What we do, and why 
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Modern ways to Learn
Regent Group as a whole is engaged with innovative methods 
of education delivery, and uses state of the art platforms for 
curriculum development and support systems. The Group 
responds to developments in information technology and invests 
in specific enhancement programmes aimed to increase ease of 
access, and to improve the learner experience. The most recent 
developments include a blended delivery platform – iRegent 
– enabling access from anywhere in the world via a specified 
portal, with all course delivery at all levels being achieved via 
a simple internet connection, the Higher Education Learning 
Platform (HELP) offering a portal for both students and staff 
to access and be contributors to the evolution of higher award 
delivery, and a state of the art management information system 
to track learners’ progress at all levels. All of these build upon 
an established expertise in on-line development of course 
related material, study support systems, and experimentation 
with levels of learner interaction.

Modern ways to learn need to be fostered with new habits of 
learning. Regent Group embraces its provision with the following 
ethos of learning.

• Organise and design your own learning; self teaching concepts
• Think on your feet and learn with agility; floundering intelligently
• Persevering and persist with difficulty
• Manage attention amidst competition; learn to concentrate
• Question and check language claims; inquiring mind
• Form effective team for work and study
• Check and improve your own work; craftsmanship
• Adopt multiple perspectives; empathy

Enriching Experience
Regent Group uses as its motto: The End of Education 
is Character – and character is built through experience. 
All parts of the Group are intent upon offering learners 
the opportunity to extend their knowledge base and to 
contribute to how they access and experience learning.

The opportunities at all levels actively encourage learners to 
be participative, whether this be through in-class activity or 
through innovative assessment methodologies. All learners 
are deliberately challenged to reach their full potential, and to 
enrich their experience of learning both as individuals and within 
group dynamics. All the academic team, as well as support and 
administrative staff, are expected to engage with learners as 
partners in their education, and as stakeholders in the experience 
that Regent Group is able to offer them.

It is through these levels of engagement that learners are 
always seen as contributing and participating in their own 
development to fulfil their own aspirations, and to increase 
their own life experience.

Enriching experience is further facilitated by a pedagogical 
approach, facilitating change, desirable residuals of education 
process and working with the concept that learners are 
co-constructors of learning.

How we work
Blended Learning
Regent Group has adopted a traditional educational delivery 
since its inception, however, recently as part of its strategic 
re-positioning of its educational delivery programme, Regent 
Group is embarking upon a 21st century educational model 
to suit the future leaders of this world.

Regent Group’s blended learning model is branded as iRegent. 
Blended learning is a formal education program in which a student 
learns at least in part, through delivery of content and instructions 
via digital and online media with some element of student control 
over time, place, path and pace.

Regent Group would like to introduce this learning methodology 
to its educational divisions in an evolutionary manner, while 
still retaining a “bricks-and-mortar” school structure where 
face to face classroom methods are combined with technology 
mediated activities.

Regent Group acknowledges that 21st century education is 
underpinned by robust technology introducing new ways of 
learning. It has therefore undertaken significant investment in 
introducing a Learning Management System, initially for UK 
National Curriculum delivery and to be implemented elsewhere 
within the Group thereafter. It has also initiated an exploration 
of the learning model system which will underpin educational 
delivery across all Group activity. 
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Adaptive Learning
Regent Group started its journey as a tutorial college and believes 
in individualised learning tailored for each student in small class 
sizes in a warm and caring environment. Tutorial based teaching 
and its learning methodology was adopted for learning within the 
Oxford University teaching methodology. Regent Group believes 
in the “tutorial model”, however, it would also like to embrace 
change and accept that in the 21st century, a modern approach  
to learning is enviable and constitutes embarking on a journey  
of adaptive learning.

Adaptive learning is an educational method which uses 
technology devices such as laptops and mobile devices as 
interactive teaching devices, and to orchestrate the allocation  
of human and mediated resources according to the unique  
needs of each learner.

Technology devices adapt the presentation of educational 
material according to students’ learning needs, as indicated 
by their responses to questions, tasks and experiences. The 
technology encompasses aspects derived from various fields  
of study including computer science, education, psychology,  
and brain science.

Adaptive learning has been partially driven by a realisation  
that tailored learning cannot be achieved on a large-scale  
using traditional, nonadaptive approaches. Adaptive learning 
systems endeavour to transform the learner from passive  
receptor of information, to collaborator in the educational  
process. Adaptive learning systems’ primary application is  
in education, but another popular application is within the  
higher and further education sectors.

Governance
Corporate
Corporate governance refers to the system by which  
Regent Group is directed and controlled. The governance  
structure specifies the distribution of rights and responsibilities 
among the Regent Advisory Group, the directors, the managers,  
the shareholders, the creditors, the auditors, the regulators  
and other stakeholders.

Governance provides the structure through which Regent Group 
sets and pursues its objectives, while reflecting the context of 
the social, regulatory and market environment. Regent Group 
governance underpins the mechanism for monitoring its actions, 
policies and decisions. Governance involves the alignment of 
interests among the stakeholders.

The principles of Regent Group corporate governance  
are as follows:

• Rights and equitable treatment of shareholders
• Interests of all the stakeholders
• Roles and responsibilities of the directors and the board
• Integrity and ethical behaviour
• Disclosure and transparency

Regent Group implements its Corporate Governance  
in the followings aspects:

• Information Governance
• Committee Structures
• Internal Control
• Internal and External Audits
• Management Oversight

Educational
The governance model developed by Regent Group educational 
institutions establish a unique framework to ensure that  
the Group’s executive team provides excellent support and  
well-focused challenge to educational institutions. It is also 
designed to facilitate the sharing of best practice and resolution  
of challenges between the institutions. It stimulates a strong  
focus on development through self-evaluation and incorporates  
a timetable of annual review to ensure regulatory compliance.
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   London locations: 
• Albany College - Edgware

• Burlington College - Wembley

• iRegent - Harrow

• Regent College Higher Education - Wembley

•  Regent College Independent School  
& Sixth Form College - Harrow

• Regent English Academy - Wembley

• Regent Leadership Academy - London

• Regent Learning Centre - Harrow, Wembley, Edgware

• Regent Nursery School - Pinner

• Regent Skills Training - Wembley
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www.regentnursery.com
Regent Nursery School was established in 2004; it provides 
childcare for children aged 2 to 5 offering full day and half  
day sessions. Located on the edge of Pinner, it caters for  
up to 40 children.

The curriculum is based on the Early Years Foundation Stage  
and is designed to help children grow in self-confidence and 
self-esteem. The curriculum enhances children’s social, language, 
emotional and physical skills. The children are encouraged to 
become independent learners and to acquire the skills necessary 
for the future.

The Nursery operates by its ethos of ‘Play, Learn, Create, Engage, 
Develop, Grow’ which encourages children to combine both 
structured learning experiences and their natural inclination  
to play, explore and question, to develop into young boys  
and girls, ready for the challenges that growing up will bring.

“A great choice in nursery, if you are considering. Staff are friendly, 
professional at all times. My daughter has continued to develop  
nicely and consistently in a safe and secure environment. Every  
child matters and parent and partnership is ever prevalent here.  
Thanks staff!” - Fran Fyffe

Our learning divisions
Childcare and nursery

www.regentlearning.com 
Regent Learning Centre was established in 2000. Many parents 
and students were attracted to the schooling offered by Regent 
Independent School & Sixth Form College but were unable to  
send their child there full-time. Thus it was that a gap in the  
market was identified and Regent expanded into offering  
part-time tuition for students from primary school all the way  
to A-Level. At present, Regent offers tuition in the core subjects 
of Maths, English and Science, and ICT in group classes, as well as 
offering private tuition for all other subjects. Students also attend 
the centre when preparing for entry assessments for grammar and 
independent schools. Regent has since opened two more centres, 
located in Wembley and Edgware, in addition to its first centre in 
Harrow. The Centre also offers Easter Revision Courses.

Regent Learning Centre is in the process of launching iRegent  
for children from ages 5 to 18. The centre will be operating  
7 days a week after school during term-time and during holidays. 
The centre will assist students with English, Maths, Science and 
Computing. Children can attend the centre up to twice a week; 
each child takes a monthly membership with our centre and can 
visit the centre on a drop in basis, with each session lasting one 
hour. We call our drop in sessions, “an educational gym.”

Our educational gym will enable children to boost their 
confidence in their subject and learn how to learn in the  
digital world of technology. The current generation of children  
are mobile savvy and expected to understand concepts very 
different to those that children in the 20th century learned.  
Our educational ethos is academically sound but has adapted  
with the times of the 21st century.

• Tuition via Blended Learning at a Centre
• Tuition via Traditional Learning at a Centre
• Tuition via Skype at home
• Home Tutoring and Schooling

“My sister and I have attended Regent for the past 2 years for tuition  
in English, Maths and Science. We have improved in all our subjects. 
I’m in Year 8 and I’m doing better in my school now. My Maths level 
went from level 3 to level 5, in Science from level 4 to 6 and in English 
from level 4 to 5.2 – Tanvi, student

After school learning centres
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www.regentcollegelondon.com 
Regent College Higher Education was established during the 
2010/2011 academic year catering for students progressing 
from our Sixth Form taking the Edexcel Higher National Diploma, 
offering a number of specialisations. However, in the following few 
years, numbers of enrolments grew considerably and it is now our 
largest division.

We provide our students with a range of industry-related business 
programmes, equipping them with the valuable skills, training 
and experience needed to help them achieve their academic 
and professional goals. Our experienced teachers, excellent 
tutorial systems, constant monitoring of progress and 
personalised attention ensure that our students receive 
the education and support that they need and deserve.

“This college is absolutely amazing in terms of the wide variety of 
tools available to students which guides them towards completing 
the assignments in a easier and more efficient way the teachers are 
very patient and do not let any students fall behind.” - Abel Aga

Higher education, skills and training

www.regentenglish.uk.com 
Regent English Academy was established to meet the demands 
of the highly multi-cultural population in north-west London. 
With the locality proving a popular destination for immigrants, 
there was a need for a centre to provide English courses to allow 
newcomers to learn or improve their language skills to facilitate 
a move into the employment market.

Regent English Academy offers a wide range of English courses 
from general English to exam preparation courses to one-to-one 
English to meet individual learning needs. Our key to success 
is focusing on student progress, that’s why our teachers are 
experienced; our lessons are fun and interactive and student 
progress is consistently monitored and reflected upon.

www.regentcollege.uk.com 
Regent Independent School & Sixth Form College was the very 
first division within Regent Group and fifteen years on, has 
developed a history of solid performance at GCSE and A-Level, 
a known name in the local area, and a reputation for being a very 
supportive educational environment, taking students from local 
state, grammar, independent schools and international students 
from all over the globe. The College is also unusual in that it offers, 
not only traditional two year GCSE and A-Level programmes, 
but also one year intensive programmes, particularly popular 
with our students.

“The teaching here at Regent is outstanding and the students are 
always ready to give a helping hand when you are new and when 
you are in doubt of any problems.” - Shangari

Schools and sixth form colleges

www.regentleadership.org 
Regent Leadership Academy was launched in association with 
Huete & Co. Regent Leadership Academy consultants are based 
in various European countries and are a team of professionals who 
bring intellectual strength and spirit of service to corporate clients 
and senior government officials. Professor Luis Huete is our key 
architect and advisor to founder Selva Pankaj. Professor Huete 
is the key advisor and has already served 700 companies across 
70 countries.

Our consultants specialise in strategy, transforming sales 
and service, branding, communication, leadership, strategic 
marketing, financial engineering, change management and 
conflict management. Our services are provided at the highest 
level, from CEO coaching to small group sessions for senior 
management teams.
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www.albanycollege.net 
Albany College currently operates as private candidate centre 
and is ready to be rolled out as a sixth form college similar to 
Regent College Sixth Form in Harrow. It is foreseen that Albany 
College would operate in Hendon by 2017.  The Group is in the 
process of identifying locations and staff.

www.burlingtoncollege.org.uk
Burlington College currently operates as a private candidate 
centre and is ready to be rolled out as a sixth form college 
similar to Regent College Sixth Form in Harrow. It is foreseen 
that Burlington College would operate in Wembley and 
provide GSCE and A-Level programmes from 2016.

www.regentskillstraining.com
After Regent was approved to enter the Skills Funding Agency’s 
Register of Training Organisations, Regent Skills Training became 
eligible to contract and sub-contract work. A partnership was 
formed with reputable provider, 5E and Regent Skills Training 
embarked on a sub-contracted project of Edexcel Level 3 courses 
funded by 24+ loans funding, Apprenticeships in Health & Social 
Care and Child Care as a work based learning model. This is a 
thriving sector and we look forward to growth in this field. We 
are approved to offer various vocational courses and our funding 
partners have also indicated that they are looking to sub-contract 
further work to us including other funded programmes and ESOL.
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